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Preface: Paul Trendelenburg; a short biography

Paul Trendelenburg was born in 1884 into a family with a
strong medical background (Starke 1998, 2004). His father,
Friedrich Trendelenburg, a surgeon, is still remembered for
introducing the signs for diagnosing venous insufficiencies
in the legs and paralysis of the gluteal muscle. Paul himself
studied medicine in Grenoble, Switzerland, and then in
Leipzig, Germany. In 1908, he joined the Pharmacology
Department (“Pharmakologisches Institut”) in Freiburg,
Germany, to work on his dissertation (Trendelenburg 1909)
and his “Habilitation” (Trendelenburg 1912), both under
the guidance of Walther Straub, who had founded the
Department. It was in the subsequent years as “Privatdo-
zent” in Freiburg that he carried out the study on the
peristaltic reflex (Trendelenburg 1917) that is the object of
this commemorative article.

In those days, academic mobility was high in Europe. In
1918, Trendelenburg obtained his first post at the “Land-
esuniversität” Dorpat, Estland (now Tartu, Estonia). In
1919 he moved to the chair in Rostock and, in 1923, was
appointed chairman of the department where he had
started, the Pharmakologisches Institut in Freiburg im
Breisgau, succeeding Walther Straub. During that period,
the Trendelenburg family, including four children, lived on
the upper floor of the Institute while one of his many
pupils, Edith Bülbring, used the darkroom, after work, as
her study and bedroom. A close friendship developed and
many times, the Trendelenburg children, in spite of their

parents’ admonitions (“Edith has to learn!”), joyfully
invaded her room (Bolton and Brading 1992).

In 1927, Trendelenburg moved to the chair in Berlin
where Bülbring joined him for some time, before fleeing
the rising tide of National Socialism. It is moving to
realise that many years later, after the war, Paul
Trendelenburg’s son Ullrich met Edith Bülbring again
in the Department of Pharmacology in Oxford, then led
by Yoshua Burn, and that there Ullrich discovered the
inhibitory effect of morphine on noradrenergic neuro-
transmission (U Trendelenburg 1957) just as, 50 years
ago, his father Paul had discovered the inhibitory effect
of morphine on the cholinergic neurotransmission in his
peristaltic reflex study.

Throughout these career moves, Paul Trendelenburg
continued to work with brilliance. Having started on the
pharmacology of smooth muscles, tracheal and intestinal,
he moved on to endocrinology and developed bioassays to
measure, for example, plasma levels of adrenaline. In
particular, the posterior pituitary gland became his subject
of interest and he and his colleagues determined that the
compounds from that region that had an antidiuretic action
and that stimulated the uterus were actually synthesised in
the brain, paving the way for the revolutionary concept of
neurosecretion.

Paul Trendelenburg was not only a scientist but a teacher
as well and concentrated especially on converting experi-
mental evidence into therapeutic action and guidelines. In
1926 he published the first edition of his textbook on the
clinical use of drugs (Trendelenburg 1926), which, after his
death, went through seven editions by 1954. His
philosophy was clearly spelled out in his preface: “It was
the intent of the author, by choosing the important, and
leaving out the less important or that which has not yet
been sufficiently tested, to develop in future doctors their
capacity for determining when therapeutic action is based
on solid ground”.

During his Freiburg and Berlin years, Paul Trendelenburg
was suffering from tuberculosis. As described by a
contemporary, at one of his last meetings, “weak and
feverish (Trendelenburg) held his excellent, inspiring
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lecture about the function of the hypophysis. He did not say
anything about his condition. That was Paul Trendelenburg”.
He passed away on February 4, 1931 at the age of 46. Of
all his work, he considered his study on the physiology and
pharmacology of the peristaltic reflex as the most
valuable.

Commentary

Paul Trendelenburg’s classic paper was published 89 years
ago (Trendelenburg 1917) and, although he did leave an
impressive list of publications upon his death in 1931
(Krayer 1931), this paper certainly is the one that has been
and still is the most frequently cited, exceeding 400
citations to date. The paper, 75 pages long, consists
essentially of three parts: a first part, which describes his
famous methodology of controlled distension of the
intestinal segment; a second part, in which a meticulous
description of the recordings under physiological condi-
tions is given; and a third part, consisting of a study of the
effects of several pharmacological agents on the reflex.

The method of distending the intestines to initiate the
peristaltic reflex was picked up by many others and is still
being used frequently today, mostly in vitro, but occasion-
ally also in vivo (Bogeski et al. 2005). Many have pointed
out several shortcomings of the original method, such as
the fact that the infused fluid could not be expelled, but
rather was ‘regurgitated” (Percy 1996), or that it was not
possible to apply drugs through the lumen (Beleslin and
Varagic 1958), and hence many modifications of the
method have been suggested (Bülbring et al. 1958; Holman
1975; Kosterlitz et al. 1956). In addition, although not
much commented upon, there has been, over time, a
preference to position the preparation in the horizontal
orientation, probably to avoid minor hydrostatic differ-
ences between the upper and the lower part of the original,
vertically oriented segment. Nowadays, the horizontal
orientation is generally used (Der-Silaphet et al. 1998).
Further improvements have been the introduction of video
recording as a more accurate method of analysing intestinal
contractions (Schulze-Delrieu 1991, 1999) and, more
recently, the computer analysis of such images (Benard et
al. 1997; Hennig et al. 1999; Lammers et al. 2001). The
ultimate improvement was probably the removal of the
need for an intra-luminal infusion to induce the reflex by
creating a flat preparation that could be stretched radially in
a controlled manner (Bortoff and Ghalib 1972; Costa and
Furness 1976; Brookes et al. 1999).

The pharmacological component of the paper was
probably the reason why this paper was so often cited in
the first decennia. Trendelenburg’s demonstration that
morphine inhibited the peristaltic reflex in the guinea pig
led to the identification of opioid receptor subtypes (Starke
1998). Later, this model was used to detect the intra-
luminal effects of 5-HTon intestinal contractions (Bülbring
and Lon 1958). A more comprehensive review of
Trendelenburg’s contribution to intestinal pharmacology

can be found in other reports (Kosterlitz and Lees 1964;
Kosterlitz 1968; Holmstedt and Liljestrand 1963).

Currently, interest in Trendelenburg’s paper continues to
exist, especially in relation to the role of the enteric nervous
system and to the mechanism of intestinal contractions.
The citations in the past 20 years often relate to these two
subjects and emphasise that, in contrast to the pharmaco-
logical achievements since 1917, the same cannot be said
of our basic physiological understanding of intestinal
contractions. That is the reason why Trendelenburg’s
work is still being cited today and why we felt it useful
to translate his work (Trendelenburg 2006). In the course
of this translation, several issues relating to the mecha-
nism of intestinal contraction that merit further discussion
re-appeared.

Differences among species

The guinea pig was Trendelenburg’s preferred species for
the study of the peristaltic reflex. To be fair, Trendelenburg
also tried three other species: rabbits, cats and dogs (these
last were very young; only a few weeks old; Trendelenburg
(2006)). However, it is clear that experiments with the other
species were not as successful as with the guinea pig and
the bias for this species persists to the present day. This in
spite of the fact that studies have shown that the physiology
and the pharmacology of the reflex is probably different in
different species (Holman and Hughes 1965). Daniel
(1968) cautioned attempts to extrapolate the findings of
one species to those of others. In fact, in mice, distension
does not seem to induce a peristaltic reflex at all (Seerden et
al. 2005).

Different contractions

Trendelenburg (1917) also noted different types of con-
tractions, especially the pendular contraction and tonic
oscillations, and suggested a prevalence for a certain type
of contractions in certain animals. For example, in the
rabbit, pendular contractions were very prominent, but this
was much less the case in the guinea pig and they were
practically absent in the cat and dog (Trendelenburg
(2006)). On the other hand, tonic contractions seemed to
be more prominent in larger animals than in the smaller
ones. Obviously, in his 1917 paper, Trendelenburg was
carving out a niche for the peristaltic contraction within the
multitude of other contractions that were then more
popular. In his opening statements, he characterised the
reflex as “the real motor function”. Since those days, the
reverse has probably occurred in that the peristaltic
contraction has been studied much more thoroughly and
in much more detail than other types of contractions. A
more detailed study of the other types of contractions
(Seerden et al. 2005; Lammers 2005) seems therefore long
overdue.



Intra-muscular hypoxia and ischaemia

The use of segments from larger animals for the study of
the peristaltic reflex in vitro has been bedevilled by the
problem of diffusion of gases and nutrients through the
thicker intestinal wall. Trendelenburg himself makes a
comment about this point (Trendelenburg (2006)). Super-
fusing isolated muscles in vitro will only keep the first
150-μm layer of cells reasonably viable, as was shown in
isolated cardiac tissue (Janse et al. 1978). There are no
reasons to believe that the situation is different in the
intestinal wall (Percy 1996). Therefore, thicker walls of
segments isolated in an organ bath will induce an
increasing barrier to diffusion that will affect the circular
wall and the enteric nervous system foremost and the
longitudinal wall least; hence, possibly, the propensity
towards longitudinal contractions in some studies.

The law of the intestine

Trendelenburg was aware of the work of Bayliss and
Starling in which their law of the intestine (descending
inhibition and ascending excitation) was postulated
(Bayliss and Starling 1899). But he makes a distinction
between their method of studying the effects of a local
distension, achieved by the introduction of a bolus, to his
technique of distending the intestine over the whole
segment (“an evenly distributed distension”; Trendelenburg
(2006)). Interestingly, although he does not dispute the law
of the intestine, he does not really use it in his own analysis
of the peristaltic reflex. He was more interested in
explaining the polarity of the peristaltic reflex with his
attempt at demonstrating an oral gradient in tone along the
intestinal wall. Nowadays, the polarity indicated by the
law of the intestine plays an essential role in the detailed
study of the enteric nervous system (Furness 2005).
However, at the level of macroscopic contractions, older
and more recent work seem to suggest that the law of the
intestine remains controversial (Alvarez and Zimmerman
1927; Bozler 1949; Spencer et al. 1999).

Longitudinal versus circular contractions

A controversy initiated by Trendelenburg in his analysis
was that, during the expulsion phase of the peristaltic
reflex, the contraction of the longitudinal layer is out of
phase with that of the circular layer (Trendelenburg
(2006)). Several authors have investigated this point and
have either confirmed this observation (Kottegoda 1969;
Gonella 1972; Sarna 1993; Grider 2003) or, instead, found
that both contractions occurred simultaneously (Hukuhara
and Fukuda 1965; Bortoff and Ghalib 1972; Yokoyama
and North 1983; Brookes et al. 1999; Stevens et al. 1999).
This discussion was further complicated by the realisation
that any contraction in one of the two muscle layers will,
purely based on the anatomical architecture, influence the
other layer (Gregory and Bentley 1968; Wood and Perkins

1970; Wood 1999). It has even been suggested that both
layers are reciprocally innervated (Kottegoda 1969).
Undoubtedly, any mechanical activity in one layer will
“modulate” the behaviour of the other (Kottegoda 1969;
Hennig et al. 1999), but the magnitude of this modulation
may not always be so high as to override other effects,
whether actively generated or passively influenced. In
addition, other methods of initiating the reflex, by mucosal
stroking or electrical stimulation, may induce subtle
differences in peristaltic behaviour (Hirst 1979).

In fact, the physical, physiological and pharmacological
aspects of a peristaltic reflex may not be precisely the same
or even similar in different parts of the intestine. Even
within the small intestine, the peristaltic behaviour in the
duodenum is significantly different from that in the ileum,
due to intrinsic differences in the capacity, distensibility
and contractile patterns of the two locations (Schulze-
Delrieu 1991). It is probably more appropriate to view the
peristaltic reflex as a family of intestinal reflexes with local
variations in its behaviour. If that is the case, then it is
important to stress the elements that are common to the
peristaltic family: a threshold of initiation; a gradual
propagation of circular contraction in the aboral direction;
and a reflex arc through the enteric system (Furness and
Costa 1973; Holman 1975). These are essentially the points
that were made by Trendelenburg in 1917. But it is then
equally important to stress the other types of contraction,
described by various names such as pendular, segmental,
tonic and others, which have different characteristics from
the peristaltic reflex such as in their mode of initiation, their
frequencies and magnitudes, and, if they propagate, in their
direction of propagation.

In summary, the basic mechanisms of intestinal contrac-
tions remain, to a great extent, to be elucidated.
Fortunately, and possibly also because of the introduction
of new technologies, more work is being performed in this
field as evidenced by recent publications both in this
journal (Peters and Michel 2003; Pérez-Navarro et al.
2005; Geber et al. 2006) and in others. Hopefully, the
English version of Trendelenburg’s classic paper may
inspire future generations to pick up his seminal contribu-
tion and to proceed in these endeavours.
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